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It’s Go Time, Fellas...
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STILL NEED A
COSTUME FOR
STACHE BASH XI?

WHAT...WERE THE

A Quilt Made From The
Finest Fabrics by Kevin Bacon
Trip towards the Great White North for local grower
turns into the butcher shop sweep for the ages

PAST 11 MONTHS
NOT ENOUGH TO
PLAN IT ALL OUT?
DON’T WORRY...
THERE’S ALWAYS
A SOLUTION.

USE AMAZON TO
SELECT SOME OF THE
WORLD’S MOST PUNTASTIC COSTUMES!
BE SURE TO USE

YOUR SHIPMENT 35

Nine time Selleck Joe Bartek took a trip last
week to Minnesota with an end goal in mind - to
make a patchwork quilt out of some of the finest
bacons in the Midwest.

MINUTES BEFORE

Why a bacon quilt, you may ask?

STACHE BASH!

*disclaimer - we kinda thought you’d never ask.*

PRIME AND RECIEVE

After spending most of May awake at night in
anticipation for Stache Bash, Joe began searching the inter webs for some home remedies to
gain a better nights sleep.
Weighted blankets are the new Snuggie and
have dozens of sub-par reviews on Amazon.
The problem? None of the available blankets
had mustache branding or seemed to support
a mustache lifestyle. Joe only spends his May
budget on mustache things - beer, bacon, and

beer or bacon with all proceeds supporting local
kids in need.
Determined to make his dream a reality, Joe
suited up in his best M4K apparel and headed
North to procure a magical cloak made of apple
wood smoked pork belly with a hint of maple.
Joe hit the motherload at the first butcher shop
he stopped in - 26 varieties of pre-sliced bacon,
which he bought 2 lbs of each kind. He then
headed back to his La Quinta Inn room to began
crafting his blanket.
Proud of his creation, Joe took to Facebook and
offered to sell future models to his fellow growers. A strangely aroused Jeff Hardy stammered,
“it...it looks like American Beauty. I, I , I gotta go.”
Weighted blanket indeed.
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Putting Testosterone to the Test
													by The Macallan
We get it, you want to win a Stachey.
If your Stache is WMD-level terrible, you may be in the running for Nastiest Stache. The Rookie of the Year is the first year guy that raises the most
money, so if that ain’t you, that ain’t you.
If you are hoping to win Sweetest Stache you had better be far more clever
than you think you are because it is terrifying up there on the stage when
The Godfather fires a question at you. Hint: you are not that clever. The best
costume competition is stiffer than a triple shot of Everclear, so don’t bank
of that.
That leaves The Most Testosterone Stachey (MTS), also not for the faint of
heart. As a 10 year veteran of Stache Bash, let me warn you about attempts
gone terribly wrong. Even though “juicing” has been outlawed since the
beginning, we are highly suspicious of several of our comrades in the past.
It was revealed that Ian Rennels had visited NuMale, Mantality and Limitless Male Medical all on the eve of Stache Bash. When his post-victory
blood test came back, the results simply said “Ivan Drago”. When his B
sample was sent to another lab for confirmation the reply was “If he dies,
he dies”.

One guy had injected so many black market Mexican bovine hormones
that when he showed up at Stache Bash, we thought he had dressed up
as a minotaur. In fact, he had actually turned into the mythical beast and
is currently living in a barn near Wisner, very happily “married” to 42 cows.
And we are not sure who it is but it could be Jay Slagle.
Ryan Asbury had his MTS suspended when evidence of juicing was revealed shortly before last call at Slowdown. He was performing the classic
“pressed ham” move of mooning people while pressing his naked buttocks
against the window facing the sidewalk. Observers counted 13 band-aids
covering the injection sites on his butt before he fell off the table and
knocked himself out. His spill from the table saved him the ignominy of his
planned encore move of the “pressed carrot”.
Finally, learn from the mistake made by Bern Mendick. He knew that
fellow grower John “Bully” Weremy is a doctor so he asked John to brew
up a winning drug cocktail to help push his mustache over the top. John
injected him with B12, Rogaine, androstenedione and a secret ingredient
(we suspect it was Absorbine Jr.). When Bern found out that Weremy was a
podiatrist, he felt a sense of relief. “It explained the handle bar mustaches
that sprouted on the tops of both of my feet” commented Mendick.
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The Sweetest:
A True Mustache
Story
“His palms are sweaty, knees weak, arms are heavy. There’s vomit on his
costume already, 15 shots and his mom’s spaghetti. He’s nervous but
on the surface his mustache is calm and ready. To become the sweetest, the man, the legend.”
This song ran through my head as I stood backstage last year waiting
to be called in front of the celebrity judges, mustache brothers, internet audience, and women who would soon throw themselves at me
(my wife wasn’t happy). I was waiting to fulfill my destiny.
It was my second year on the big stage. My second attempt at immortality. My second attempt to permanently cement myself in mustache
lore for the rest of time. Do I have what it takes?
To my left was the small, awkward, and long winded Brian Moore. To
my right was the self-made fundraising champion himself Chad Ingersoll. A few people over was the giant hulk of a man named Shump. I
had my work cut out for me…
I could feel the anticipation of the crowd, hear the annoying buzzing
sound of Kris Covi talking about himself onstage, see glorious George
walking around without a shirt on backstage, and smell the faint mix of
flatulence and cigarettes from Brantley.

It was a magical moment. One cemented in my
memory for the rest of time.
Kris finally stopped singing his own praises and began the introductions. Names were called and drinks were quickly downed. We shuffled
as one, each person lost in his thoughts.
As I stepped across the threshold into the blinding lights onstage,
Eleanor and I took the “sweetest” first steps towards the most amazing
thing that has ever happened to us. It was truly an experience we will
never forget.
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‘Twas The Night Before Stache Bash		
											 by Aunt Tisa Paiting

‘Twas the night before Stache Bash for the M4K crowd

When what to your wondering eyes will appear,

Not a creature was stache-less, not even one mouth

But a somewhat lit stage and an empty keg of free beer.

The costumes were made up, all crafted with care,

And an ass kicking party, so lively and slick,

In hopes that The Godfather will greet you there.

You’ll know in a moment - Stache Bash is the $**t.

The Nastiest Staches all pour one last sip,

On Sweetest! On Rookie!

While visions of lush mustaches grew ‘bove their lips.

On Most Fundraisingiest!

As the ladies await in their ‘kerchief and caps

The night will bring you joy,

To get one last ride before your stache takes a nap.

even if it’s a hot mess.

For soon, at the Slowdown, there will be such a clatter,

But you’ll hear all exclaim,

And you newbies will finally see all that matters.

through the rest of the night:

Away in an Uber, you’ll fly like a flash,

“Hey man, nice mustache!”,

Enter the front doors, and throw down your cash.

and you best respond right.
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For Those About
To Rock, Grow
Your ‘Staches
							
		
by Ü. Tewb Rother
With Stache Bash XI approaching quickly, you’ve hopefully noted the
homage to Spinal Tap with the absolutely needed amps go to 11.
With that, we bring you the 11 best Mustaches in Music History.
11. Jimmy Buffett: Dual threat as he has had a great mustache and
sang about mustaches.
10. David Crosby: With that thing on his upper lip, I think he IS the
Walrus.
9. Dominik Hauser: A name you probably won’t recognize. Wrote
possibly the GREATEST theme song for a TV show – and added a
pretty sweet 2nd theme song as well. Dominik wrote the themes to
Magnum P.I. as well as Starsky and Hutch.
8. Jim Croce: That mustache singing “You Don’t Mess Around with
Jim” and “Bad, Bad Leroy Brown”, bad ass mustache singing about bad
ass men. …no brainer.
7. Neil Peart (Rush): Why wouldn’t one of the greatest rock drummers
have one of the greatest rock mustaches?
6. Jimi Hendrix: Technically, his mustache would probably qualify
him for Nastiest Stache, but hey, it’s Hendrix man!!!
5. Lionel Richie: His solo career – no chance. But his days with The
Commodores, yes please. Funky as hell!

2. Oates: A Mustache so good, you don’t need to use his first name.
Oates = killer mustache.
1. Lemmy: He is a God. Period. Little known fact. The mole on his
face was actually a volume knob that allowed him to turn his ‘stache
up to 11.
Honorable Mention:
The Beatles: Because clearly the Beatles of all people deserve an
award and it would be an absolute travesty if they weren’t mentioned.
Hell, they should probably be number 1, but Lemmy could kick their
asses.
Frank Zappa: Close, but disqualified due to soul patch.

4. Derek Smalls (Spinal Tap): His Mustache goes to 11!
3. Freddie Mercury: Why? Because he’s Freddie Freaking Mercury!
He doesn’t need an explanation and he doesn’t give a s**t about your
ranking!

For those of you that have Amazon Prime, or Amazon Music, here’s
16 hours of music about mustaches, written/sung by mustaches, or
just so kick ass, they just sound like songs that men with mustaches
would enjoy.
https://amzn.to/2M6vfLd
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When The Clock Strikes Twelve...
										

by H.T. Wuntington IV

Tips and tricks for dealing with the semi-inevitable Post-Stache-Bash Blues
Coming in Mid-June, the victory was all but won
and then snatched from his grasp. Not just once but
twice. And then four more times after that. Find out
where it all went wrong direct from the man himself.

As we wind down our finals days of
growing before Stache Bash XI, let’s
remember that post-stachum depression is real and avoidable.

- Complimenting a man on his mustache can be a year-round endeavor.
Feel free to throw out a nice mustache
whenever possible but also see below.

Here are some important tips for avoiding the Post-Stache-Bash Blues.

- Complimenting a woman on her
mustache should be AVOIDED no matter what. Ask Dan Wootton about the
incident of aught 14.

- Hydrate. Nobody likes a dry stache
especially after such an epic party.
- Come dressed to impress. If it’s your
first Bash, don’t let it catch you offguard. This is the main event. Time to
bring out the big guns. Hell, Hubbs has
rocked a mullet all month, allegedly
for his bangin’ costume. You’ve been
warned.
- Don’t immediately shave your stache.
You worked hard to grow that beautiful
bushel of hair. Give it the courtesy of
the weekend to enjoy it’s month long
haul of cash for Angels Among Us.

- Remember to thank your donors for
their help! Let them know how much
you and Angels Among Us appreciates
their generosity.
- Lastly, if and when you decide to
shave off the stache, avoid longing
stares at the staches of others, again
ask Dan Wootton about preciously
mentioned incident.
Good luck fellas. See you at the Bash!

ASK MUSTACHE GEORGE
How do you suggest handling
bumping into an ex that’s never
seen me with a mustache?
Ask her if she still takes her coffee with milk and
a little sugar.

My dad shaves every single day of
the year without fail.
Is it possible I’m adopted?
Boy, I was going to wait until you were out of
high school to tell you this...
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Knowin’ Who’s Growin’...on top of the Leaderboard
Disclaimer: We fully understand that this information will be outdated 30 seconds after we publish this issue, but oh well.

1

2

3

4

Jon Meyers

Tyson Wiegel

Brian Moore

Cory Lesley

Years Growing: 9

Years Growing: 2

Years Growing: 4

Years Growing: 6

Fun Fact: Woke up after Stache Bash
10...on June 12th.

Fun Fact: Set Tom Brady up with
Giselle so she’d quit calling him
every day.

Fun Fact: Reads 1 book a month.
Where’s Waldo is his favorite.

Fun Fact: Doesn’t believe in Daylight
Savings Time. Or holding a job.
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6

7

8

Kris Covi

Ryan Butler

Eric Depue

James Thiele

Years Growing: 11

Years Growing: 8

Years Growing: 6

Years Growing: 7

Fun Fact: His great-great-great
grandfather would be old AF if he
was alive today.

Fun Fact: Hasn’t had guacamole
since “The Incident”.

Fun Fact: Choreographed the
Thriller music video.

Fun Fact: Has put money aside for
child support since 2003, just in
case.
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10

11

12

Tom Brantley

John Norman

Chris Napierala

Rob Seward

Years Growing: 10

Years Growing: 3

Years Growing: 1

Years Growing: 10

Fun Fact: Was the on-set baker for
American Pie stunt pies.

Fun Fact: Took the varsity cheerlead- Fun Fact: Strained a ligament in his
ing captain to prom in 8th grade..
thumb swiping right.

Fun Fact: Had to be told 4x you
don’t need a gun to rescue puppies.

